
SYDNEY/KUWAIT: Zain Group (“Zain”), a
leading Middle Eastern mobile and data serv-
ices operator headquartered in Kuwait has
entered into a Teaming Agreement with
DroneShield Ltd (ASX:DRO)
(“DroneShield”), a worldwide leader in coun-
terdrone solutions, which will see the compa-
nies working together on meeting Zain’s cus-
tomers’ requirements for counterdrone secu-
rity solutions in the region. 

In October 2018, Zain Group announced the
establishment of its Zain Drone entity that will
provide Drone-as-a-Service (DaaS) to govern-
ments and enterprises in Kuwait, with plans to
extend its drone services gradually across its
regional footprint. Zain Drone is set to unlock
opportunities in various industries to fast-track
growth and exploit the Internet of Things (IoT)
in an efficient, safer and faster way.

Based in Sydney, Australia, and Virginia,
USA, DroneShield is a worldwide leader in
drone security technology. The Company has
developed the pre-eminent drone security
solution that protects people, organizations
and critical infrastructure from intrusion from
drones. Its leadership brings world-class
expertise in engineering and physics, com-
bined with deep experience in defence, intel-
ligence, and aerospace. 

Bader Al-Kharafi, Zain Vice-Chairman and
Group CEO commented, “The rise of innova-
tive technology such as Drones also brings a
number of risk and liability challenges for
governments and industry. Zain has a substan-
tial market penetration in the region with pre-
cisely the kind of customers - civil infrastruc-
ture operators, airports, governmental bodies
and security agencies, and others - that
require counterdrone security solutions.”

Al-Kharafi added, “We are fielding
increasing demand from our customers for
comprehensive solutions in this space, and
DroneShield’s product range, coupled with
our telecommunications expertise, provides
exactly what our customers are looking for.
Consequently, after an extensive review of the
counterdrone market, we opted to enter into a
Teaming Agreement with DroneShield.”

Al-Kharafi concluded by stating, “As a
powerful trusted brand in the Middle East, we
are confident that a combination of
DroneShield’s cutting edge technologies cou-
pled with our reputation for excellence and
market penetration in the region will produce
substantial results for both companies.” Oleg
Vornik, DroneShield’s Chief Executive Officer,
commented, “The services we have recently
provided to a Middle Eastern governmental
body has paved the way for a broader effort

in the Middle East, and has now established
us as the leader in counter unmanned aerial
systems space in the region. We are now
honored to partner with one of the largest
telecoms in the Middle East, whose customer

reach in the areas relevant to our business is
substantially more extensive than that of any
of our past regional relationships.”

Zain Drone has commenced its commer-
cial offering of DroneShield security solu-

tions providing customers with the ability
to identify and passively monitor unautho-
rized drones that threaten safety, security
and privacy. This is achieved by using a
combination of proprietary multi-sensor

detection technologies, an enterprise-grade
network, real-time alerts and the collection
of digital evidence.

Zain Drone is investing heavily to build
the required capabilities in drone opera-
tions and is positioning itself to become the
leading strategic partner in the fast-devel-
oping markets for unmanned data acquisi-
tion. Zain Drone-as-a-Service (DaaS) is set
to unlock opportunities in various indus-
tries to fast-track growth and exploit the
Internet of Things (IoT) in an efficient, safer
and faster way. Zain Drone offers state-of-
the-art bespoke drone solutions and pro-
vide advanced analytics for governments
and businesses.  
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Agreement to offer counterdrone solutions across Middle East

VIENNA: OPEC and its allies are working towards a
deal this week to reduce oil output by at least 1.3 mil-
lion barrels per day, four sources said, adding that
Russia’s resistance to a major cut was so far the main
stumbling block. OPEC meets tomorrow in Vienna, fol-
lowed by talks with allies such as Russia on Friday, amid
a drop in crude prices caused by global economic
weakness and fears of an oil glut due largely to a rise in
US production. The producer group’s de facto leader,
Saudi Arabia, has indicated a need for steep reductions
in output from January but has come under pressure
from US President Donald Trump to help support the
world economy with lower oil prices.

Possibly complicating any OPEC decision is the cri-
sis around the killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi at
the Saudi consulate in Istanbul in October. Trump has
backed Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
despite calls from many US politicians to impose stiff
sanctions on Riyadh. The sources, three from the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and
one from a non-OPEC producer, said the meetings
were taking place in a difficult environment and that
Russia’s position would be key in reaching a deal.

“Russia is playing tough,” one of the OPEC sources
said. Another OPEC source said: “The Saudis are work-
ing hard on the cut. But if Russia says no cut, then we

(OPEC) won’t cut.” United Arab Emirates Energy
Minister Suhail bin Mohammed Al-Mazroui said yester-
day that an adjustment in global oil output is required
and all producers must be on board. “What is that
adjustment, and what is the level, from what level - that
is what will be discussed,” Mazroui told reporters in the
Austrian capital, where OPEC is headquartered.

“An adjustment means a decrease in production ...
It’s important that everyone is on board.” Russian
sources have indicated Moscow could contribute some
140,000 bpd to a reduction, but Middle East-dominat-
ed OPEC insists Russia cut by 250,000-300,000 bpd.
Two sources said talks were focusing on a pro-rata cut
of 3-3.5 percent from October output levels, with no
exemptions for any member. Sources also said OPEC
could delay a decision to cut if the main criteria such as
Russia’s involvement were not met, even though doing
so would mean a further fall in prices. “OPEC can
always meet again in February, for example, and decide
on a cut then. Those who were not able or willing to
cooperate will be wanting to cut then,” one source said.

Saudi Arabia previously insisted on a need to reduce
production. It was unclear whether the apparent shift in
position was caused by OPEC using negotiation tactics
to bring Russia on board or by pressure from Trump to
refrain from cutting output.

Iraq’s oil minister said OPEC must come up with a
medium- to long-term strategy to achieve crude price sta-
bility and minimize damage to oil markets caused by
geopolitics. Thamer Ghadhban said Iraq would work to
help balance markets and bolster prices. Iraq is OPEC’s
second-biggest producer after Saudi Arabia. Solutions to
low oil prices should “not be limited to decreasing output”,
Ghadhban said in a statement, adding that any agreement
reached this week should avoid damage to the interests of
OPEC and non-OPEC oil producers. — Reuters 

BRUSSELS: EU finance ministers agreed reforms to
better fight against a financial crisis yesterday that fell
short of the original ambitions to relaunch Europe by
French President Emmanuel Macron.

The agreement between the EU’s 27 finance minis-
ters, without Britain, is intended to hand authorities a
more powerful tool box in the event of a major shock
to the European economy. The proposals strengthen
the financial plumbing of the European economy, but
do not include far grander visions such as designating
a eurozone finance minister or setting up a European-
style International Monetary Fund. Even so, the minis-
ters negotiated for more than 18 hours with discus-
sions especially tense over the French backed idea of
setting up a budget for the 19-nation eurozone single
currency bloc.

“We have a good result. The reform of the euro area
is progressing at a decisive pace. Thanks to all those
who helped,” said German Finance Minister Olaf Scholz.

The reforms now need the greenlight by EU leaders
at a summit next week in Brussels.

National governments have for months been mulling
a French proposal to create some sort of budget capaci-
ty for the single currency bloc which could be used in
case of crises or economic shocks.

Macron has made the idea of such a crisis-fighting
budget a signature part of his vision to jump-start the

EU after the debt crisis, the shock of Brexit and the rise
of populists.

The ministers agreed a much more scaled back ver-
sion of the idea, linking it strictly to enhancing EU-
backed reforms and not as aid to survive an unexpect-
ed economic downturn, as the French had intended.
French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire defended the
outcome saying that “we finally have a real prospect,
for the first time, of a eurozone budget”. 

Completing the banking union has been another diffi-
cult challenge, with powerful Germany still firmly
opposed to launching a European scheme, wanted by
the European Central Bank, to guarantee bank deposits.
Berlin hates this proposal that is widely depicted in
German media as an effort by overspending eurozone
members from the south to benefit from the risk-averse
and sensible savers to the north.

The ministers agreed only to discuss the matter again
in June 2019. Agreement was more easily found on
expanding the responsibilities of the European Stability
Mechanism (ESM) — the firefighter for eurozone coun-
tries with serious debt problems. Ministers also agreed
that the ESM would serve as a final backstop in case a
major crisis hit Europe’s biggest banks. Most of the
reforms were agreed beforehand by France and
Germany, Europe’s twin engines of EU unity that make
up nearly half of the eurozone economy.

But the process bogged down due to the weak gov-
ernment in Berlin and irritation by smaller EU members,
led by the Netherlands, at having the EU’s future dictat-
ed by the bloc’s biggest powers.

“This is not the end of the road in our plans to rein-
force the euro. We will build on progress made to contin-
ue to work next year,” said Eurogroup chief Mario
Centeno, who is also Portuguese finance minister. — AFP 

• Bader Al-Kharafi: Civil infrastructure operators, airports, governmental bodies
and security agencies, and others will benefit from counterdrone security solutions

• Agreement follows the recent launch of Zain Drone services in Kuwait 
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